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PURPOSE
The purpose of the investigation co-rered by the present report, which was prepared for
publication by tic- National Advisory Committee for .4eronautics, w+.s the examination of the
degree of approach which may be anticipated between laboratory tests on model airplane
propellers and results computed by the airfoil theory, based on tests of airfoils representative
of successive bIade sections.
The general basis of such a comparison implies the following:
(1) The selection of a series of blade sections from hub to tipas sufficiently representing
the form and character of the blade tiewed as a complex airfoil.
(z) The determination, for these sections, of a series of angles of attack based on the
geometry of the propeIler and the assumed -value of the ratio v/nD.
(3) The correction of the angles of attack. as dewIoped in (2) in order to allow for some
inflow velocity, i. e., some acceleration of the air before it reaches the pIane of rotation of the
blade.
(4) The construction of model airfoils and &heir test over a range of angles of attack
sticiently wide to cover iihe desired range in values of v/n D for the propeller, and at such air
speeds as may be available.
(5) The correction of the resuIts of such airfoil tests for (a) zispec~ ratio, (6) wind speed,
and (c) possible blade interference.
(6) The values of the liftt and drag coefficients with their rakio, thus corrected, are then
to be used in the equations representing the well-known airfoil theory of the action of a propeller
blade. These equations give directly -ralues of thrust and torque and from mbich coefEcients
for thrust and power and values of efficiency are readily found. These dues corrected for
hub effect are then ready for comparison with the results of direct propelIer modeI test.
In consider~~ such a program in its more general aspect it is known thati the corrections
for angles of attack and for aspect ratio, speed and interference rest either on experimental
data or on somewhat uncertain theoretical assumptions. The general situation as regards
these four sets of corrections is far from satisfactory, and while it is recognized that occasion
exists for the consideration of such corrections, their determination in any gi-ren case is a
mat ter of considerable uncertainty. There exists a.t the present time no theory generally
accepted and sufficiently comprehensive to indicate the amount of such corrections, and the
experimental data a.vaiIable is, at best., uncertain in its application to individual cases.
It is furthermore obvious that, in practice, the application of the airfoil theory as based on
airfoil tests will gain in simplicity and in readiness of use, directIy in proportion to the degree
to which such uncertain corrections may be omitted from consideration.
For these reasons, in the first and present phase of this investigation, consideration of all
corrections has been omitted and the application of the theory has thus been reduced to its
simplest possibIe form. This fist phase of a more extended possible program was undertaken
in the hope that by the application of the theory in this simplified form to a considerable num-
ber of propellers distributed reguIarly over the more normal fieId of design, some generally con-
sis~ent tendency of the divergence between test and computation might appear. &raturall y
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where no corrections are made, divergencies of considerable amounts might be expmtedj but
this would not necessarily be an objection provided such departures from experimental results
were found reasonably consistent and subject to empirical expression in terms of the character-
istics of the case.
If such were found to be the case, the application of the theory in its simplest possible form
followed by a readily applied empirical correction might-well be found shorter and simpler than
an attempt to introduce into the data the various ind~vidual corrections as outlined above.
Should the assumption, on which this simpler phase of the investigation is based, prove ill-
founded, there still remains open the possibility of further search for some system of corrections
which will not unduly complicate the procedure and which might, at the same time, serve to
bring into a satisfactory agreement direct laboratory tests on the propellers and computations
based on airfoil tests.
The results as given later seem to indicate that the hope on which this phase of the investi-
gation was based was not well founded. The divergencies betwee-u the two sets of results, while
showing certain elements of consistency, are on the whole too large and Loo capriciously dis-
tributed to justify the use of the theory in this simplest form for other than approximate esti-
mat es or for comparative purposes.
The further investigation of the matter with a view to the development of suitable systems
of corrections, therefore, remains open as a remaining and uncompleted part of the more general
investigation.
T’VhiIe,therefore, the results of this first phase of the investigation are less positive than had
been hoped might be the case, nevertheless the establishment of the genertl degree of approach
between the tmo sets of results whicli might be anticipated on the basis of this simpler mode of
application, seems in any event to have been desirable and to have abundantly justified the time
and effort required.
SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATIONS
AR examination of geometrical characteristics showed that representative blade sections,
5 per blade a:d spaced as in Figure 1, for 80 model propellers as previously tested, could be
provided by 48 section forms. A r&m6 of the results of tests on these 80 model propellers
together with detailed specifications regarding geometrical form and proportions will be found
in Report No. 141.
P
.
Pased on these 48 seetion forms, airfoils were made up with a uniform chord of 3 inches
and. span of 18 inches. These airfoils were then tested at the aerodynamic Laboratory of the
California Institute. of Technology. The results of the tests are given i~ Figures 14 to 61 .S
With respect to these tests, A. -A. Merrill, of the CaEfornia Institute of Technology, remarks
as follows:
“The airfoils were tested at a uniform velocity of 44 feet per second} standard ~ir, Abso-
lute coefficients L. and De are obtained from the equations
Lift=LC P A V2
Drag = D. p A V’
-.
~In order to make these airfoils directly comparable witih other airfoils published by N. A. C. A., the new
absolute coefficients CLand CDare used in these figures. They are convertible to the Lc and Dc, used in this
report, by dividing by 2.
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“The baIance used has three axes-two horizontal and one -rertical. It is supported on
knife edges set in the ends of the horizontal axes. This necessitates the measurement of L
and D components at different bties and may be the cause of an error, inasmuch as these com-
ponents are only mathematical resolutions of a resultant pressure and variable flow may cause
a change in the line of action of this resultant for tests made at differe~t times but with the
same angle of incidence.
“It has been found, and is shown in Figures 14 and 61, that with thick sections variable
flow is a very common occurrence when the Vi! is as low as it is in these tests, nmnely 11, where
V is in feet per second and 1 is the length of the chord in feeL There is evidence to she-w that
this variable flow tends to disappear -with an increase of V7, so that in interpreting these graphs
at actual propeIIer speeds it is presumably more accurate to ignore the region which these tests
show as variable and smooth out the graph. V7hen variable flow occurs it means that the
change in the stream Iines rotaies the resultant away from or tomrrd the vertieal and this of
course causes the L and D components to vary in-rersely in magriitude. Most of the graphs
show this: Thai is they show that in regions where the L drops suddenly the D rises suddenly
but there are some cases, namely, airfoils 24, 28, 30, and 4’T, where one component changes
radically with no corresponding change in the other. This is probably due to a flow ai the
time one component n-as measured, different from the flow at the time the other was measmecl.
In every test where there was va.riable flow, repeat tests were made and the resuIts as shown
were checked.
“There are other errors inherent in the balance and method. Thus the balance -weighs 65
pounds and this weight has to be carried by knife edges which are required to respond to forces
as 1O-Was 0.001 pound. This means that the percentage error in small ‘D measurements is
bound to be high. This balance is so designed that it is impossible to set the knife edges so
accurately as to reduce the friction to as Iow a figure as can be obtained with the point sup-
port in the N. P. L. type. There is another error caused by variable flow which alters the
velocity calibration constant, and this error is probably inherent in all wind tunnel work. The
combined effect of these errors has been found, from scores of repeat tests, to be of such mag-
nitude that it makes the third decimal place in absolute coefficients uncertain. by as much as
two units. This possible error must be taken i~to coR<ideration in interpreting and using these
graphs.
“.Attention is called to a.irfoik 11, 16,21, and 26. These show an increase in positi~e L as
the angle of incidence decreases in the region of – 10. Airfoil 21 m-as tested through angles
down to – 23” and h-o maxima for positi~e L xere found, namely, at – 5“ and – 13°. A
simdar phenomenon has been found for thick screw airfoils at the Aerodynamic Laboratory of
the Lfassachusetts Institute of Technology.”
The serial numbers of the 80 model propellers with the radii of the ~arious sections and the
numbers of th~ corresponding airfoils are shown in Table L The models are arranged in groups
or families; in each of which a single plan form., area, and set of sections is represented. The
difference between any two members of a single group is thus in pitch or in distribution of pitch
only. For further detailed description the reader is referred to N’ational Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics Report. Xo. 141.
-
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TABLE I
roup lo~&~
l\’0. Serial number of propeller and description
h’umber
inches 1 of afrfoil
. —
\
4
7 :
1 1,5, 9,13,17,21, S5,111,145. Straight orclubform, noncambered driving face,mean blade widtb
.15r.
3
;: 4
16 .5
[
4
!
2 25,29,33,37,41,45. Straight orclubform, concave driving face, rnemblade w1dth.15 r........ 1(! 8
13
16 1;
{
1$ 11
3 2, 6, 10, 14, 18,22,81, 112,146. Straight or club kvm,noncambered driving face, mean blade
E
width .20r.
10 13
13
16
{
ii
4
;;
4 26,30,34,38,42,46. Straight orclubform, conca~e driving face, mean bIadewidth .Wr . . . . . . . . J 18
13
M
{
fl
21
$
5 3, 7, 11, 15, 19, Z4,82, 113,127,126,129, 130, 131,132,133, 134,135,136,137,138,139. Curvedor B
saber form, noncambered driving face, mean blade width ,15r.
10
}1
[
2
26
;
6 27, 31, 36, 39,43,47. Curved or saber form, conca~e driving [ace, mean blade width .15r . . . . . . 2710
13 %
16
{
4 ;;
7 4,8, 12, 16,20, 24,83, 114,144. Cmvedor saber form, noncambered driving face, mean blade
7 32
width ,ZOr.
10
13 M
16 35
1
4 38
8 28,32, 36,40, ~4,48. Curved ormberfornr, emcavedriving face, mean b)ade width .20r.-.... 7 3738
;! 39
16 40
I
4
z
9 90,92,94. Curved or saber form, slightly concave driving face, mean blade width .15r........
7
10 42
13 43
16 44
{
4 21
10 115,116,117,118,119. Curved or saber form, slightly convex driving face, mean blade width ,15r .
45
1: 46
13 47
16 48
AIRFOIL THEORY OF THE PROPELLER
The form in which the airfoil theory has been de-v-eloped for me in this particular investi-
gation may be outlined as follows:
In Figure 2 let the hatched area denote an element-of the propeller with notation as follows:.
dzl = area.
L =lift.
D= drag.
d T= element of thrust.
dR = element of transverse resistance.
r = radius.
k, =lift coefficient.
kZ= drag coefllicient.
p = geometrical pitch.
q= advance per revolution.
v= speed of advance along an axial line (OF, fig. ~).
u= velocity through air along line O (7,
n = revolu~ions per second.
A= density of air (kg. per cu. m. or lb. per cu. ft.).
o = angle of atiack BOCl
b= pitch angle BOA.
a = angle of motion of element with transverse.
y = cot – lL/D.
Q= tmque.
U= useful power in foot pounds per sec.
E= effective power in foot pounds per sec.
.
COMPARISON’
We have then:
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dT=Lcos a-.Dsin a.---.._-_--.._._-----__-_______(l)
dR=Lsin a+ Dcosa---- _-_.----------.-.----------__(2)
We ha-re from the theory of the airfoil:
gL=k, AdAa2-- . ..-- _-... _____ -___. _._- _______ .[3)
d D.=k, A (?.4 U’-____ -__--------__----.-________-(l)
where L and D are measured in gravi~~ units and lcu L-zare nondimensional coefficients. Substi-
tuting these ~alues of L and D in equatiorw (1), (2.) we have
gdT=AdA u2(k, cosa-k, sina) _--..-.-___--_______._--__(5)
gdR=Ad.4u2 (21sina+k, cosa) -.-----..._______--_--___.(6)
F 1?
,;’
.
/
‘z /’
,.,.
l\
r \
t \ ‘.
R \
/’ Fig. 2/’
We now define an auxiliary ang~e -r by cot -y=.L/D =lcljk, and substitute for k, in terms of
k, and tan y, plac~~ for u’ its value, n’ (.4+ @ -!-@.
This gives the values in the form:
gdT=7c, A&ln2sec~cos (a+-Y) (4#F+g2) -------------------- (7)
gdR=kl AdAn2sec Ysti(a+7) (l #r’ +q’)------------------- (8)
Ti%ence, summing for the entire blade, we ha-re
gT=An’ Z[k, d.4sec7cos (a+?) (1 # Peg’) ]_____________________ (9)
grR=gQ=An’2 [?cld~sec~ sin (a+-~) r (4#&+gZ)]-------------- (10)
We may then employ additional notation as follows:
D = diam. of propeller.
x= v/nD.
q = efficiency= U+ E.
11=integration of quantities in bracket of (9).
1,= integration of quantities in bracket of (10).
We note also q=v/n=Dc
We have then:
gU=An’v 11
gE=2 ~AnS 1,
Then
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c1=&5=~# --------------------------- (12)
Comparison with the results of the wind tunnel model tests have been rode throughout by
means of these two quantities, ~ (efficiency) and (7I (effective power coefficient).
For the purposes of the investigation, sections of the model blade were taken ~t fi~e radial
distances as indicated at 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, IIgure 1. hlodel airfoils were then made up representing
these sections and tested as elsewhere noted. These tests plotted graphicaHy give values of
k,, k, and hence cot 7 and 7 foi any stated or assumed -value of 6, the angle of attack.
The next step is to compute the bracket expressions in (9) and (10) for each of the five
sets of values as given by the sections 2 to 6. Thus:
.
6=(? -a=tan-’*-tan-’~
k,= lift coefficient as found by experiment-on the model airfoils.
d-tl = elements of area. For purposes of integration, however, we must consider this
as GM+ dr with a dr outside the bracket. With this understanding imd the
foot as the unit, the measure of dA/dr becomes the width of the blade at the
given point, measured in feet.
~ = cot–l L/D= cot’1 kl/kz and found therefore directly from the model airfoil
research.
DE
~= tan–~ —-as above.
2m
q= Dx as above.
In this connection it is useful to note that the ratio of the two bracket expressions of (9)
and (10) is r tan (a+y). We have, therefore, simply to multiply the value as found for (9)
by this f actor in order to-derive the value for (10). _
The next step is then to effect an integration of the bracket-expression over the effective
length of the blade, using for this purpose the five sample values as found.
To this end the effective length of blade has been considered as extending from location 1,
Figure 1, at 2 inches from the center, out to the tip of the blade. The problem is therefore
to effect an integmtion of an area ABC’D, Figure 3, extending between ordinates 1 and 7, but
using only ordinates 2 to 6, inclusive.
To thk end it was assumed that the second degree parabolic law which might be taken as
holding for ordinates 4} 3, 2, might be extended to include ordinate 1, and similarly for ordinates
4, 5, 6, and 7. On this assumption a rule was developed as follows:
.4=*[7(y2+y8) +4(y3+y5)+5y4] _:-------------------- (13)
where A denotes the area in question and YZ,y~, etc., the successive ordinates YZto YS.
Denote the summation of the functions within the bracket of equation (13) as carried out
for (9) and (10) respectively, by 2, and 2,.
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We shalI then have, for a si@ blade of the propeller:
and from (13) for the propeller as a whole
Dx 1, Dx ~
‘=%IZ
—=—
()~= .-22‘ ------------------------ ---- (14)
Likewise from (12.) for a single blade with D = 3 ft.
~ =8TZ’
—=.001277 2,
‘ 81D,
or for two blades:
~=.002554 Z, ------------------------------- (1)
.4 sample computation follows:
x ---------- .5
~---------- 1“~
T ---------- .333
P---------- 2“T
tan S------ 1.2892
tana ------ .7177
B---------- 52°–12’
C__________ 35°40’
O---------- 16°–32’
&rfoilxo------ 21
k, --------- .188
cit y_______ 1.4.6
7---------- 34”–25’
sec t-------- 1.212
a!+7-_---._ 70°-05’
Cos (a+ -f) _ - .3407
~ $ ++*2-- 6.64
U -------- .250
[ ] (9)------ .129
tan (a+~) _ _ 2.7600
[ 1(lo) _____ .119
Y, -------------------- “129
y, -------------------- 5.505
.583
2.7
.7368
. 409s”
36°–23’
220–17f
14°-0s’
22
.377
3.30
16°–51’
1.045
39’-08’
.7753
15.68
.268
1.283
.8136
.609
.833
2.7
. 515s
.2867
27°–171
16°-00’
110–17’
23
.625
10.64.
5“_2.2 ‘
1.005
210—221
.9313
29.66
.262
4.550
.3912
1.431
1.083
2.7
.3969
-2205
21°–39’
12°–-261
90–13?
24
.550
11.14
5°-08’ .
1.004
17°–34’
. .9534
4% 5s
.223
5.725
.3166
1. 96S
‘?/2---------------------- -119
?/6---------------------- 1.990
1.333
2.7
.3223
.1796
170–52’
10°–11’
70–35[
25
.496
11.46
40–59’
1.004
15°–10’
.9652
72.44
.1585
5.505
.2711
1.990
Sum------------------ 5.634x7=39.438 So-------------------- 2.109x7=14.763
?/3 -------------------- l.z~s ye ---------------------- .609
Ys -------------------- 5-7~~ Ye ---------------------- 1.968
Sum ------------------ 7.008x4=28.032 Sw-..--.--.-_----.-_-_ 2.577 x4=1 O.3OS
Y4 -------------------- ~.550x5=22-750 y,---------------------- 1.481x5= 7.405
21= 90.220 X,= 32.476
C,= 32.-476 X . 002554=. 0S30
(13) 90.22x 1.5 =. 663
v = 32. 476X%
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The results of computations similar to that illustrated in the preceding section, anti for
values of v/nD represented by the range of angle of attack used in the airfoil tests, together
with values of 01 and ~ as determined by tests of the model propellers, are skown in Figures
4 to 11 and Table II.
From the diagram and table it may be seen that there is a general similarity in form for
the power coefficient (C,) and the efficiency (V) curves, as derived by the two methods. There
appears to be, however, no relation generally consistent, for all propellers. In somo cams the
computed Cl is more than that determined by propeller test and in others it is less. The same
is true for the efflcienc y ~.
It may be seen that the computations for Cl md ~ for a single set of airfoils, representi~g s
single group or family of propellers, are generally consistent, The following points of variation,
or of similarity between computed and propeller test results, are noted for the various groups.
Group 1.—Computed (7, is generally less than propeller test vidue. Computed v is slightly
smaller than propeller test value for moderate and large pitch ratio propellers> but greater for
small pitch ratio propellers. Computed ~ is oftm high for small v/nD and low for large w/nD,
the curves thus crossing.
Group 2.—Computed C, is generally less than propeller test value. Computed q is generally
close to propeller test-value, but is high for small v/nD and low for large v/nD, the two curves
thus crossing near the peak.
Group 3.—Computed Cl is generally more than propelIer test value, but sometimes dccrcases
at small v/nD until less than propeller test value. Computed ~ is generaly more than that-derived
from propeller test, the difference being greater for propellers of small pitch ratio.
Group 4 —Same as for Group 3.
Group 5.—Compufied Cl is gene.rally lower but sometties in close agreement-with propeller
test-results. Computed q is generally low except for small pitch ratio propellers, where it is
high.
Group 6.—Computed 0, is generally close to propeHer test value, with a tendency to be high
at small v/nD and low at large v/Tn.D,the curves thus crossing. Computed ~ generally close to pro-
peller test results but with tendency to be high at small v/nD and low at large v/nD.
Group 7.—The same as for Groups 3 and 4.
Group S.—The same as for Groups 3, 4 and 7.
Group 9.— Computed 6’, generally low. Computed q generally close to propeller test value,
but high for small v/nD and low for large v/nD, being thus like Group 2,
Group 10.—Computed 0, generally close to propeller test value except at small v/nD. Cum-
putcd ~ generally close to propeller test value.
From the above the following t-endencies may be noted: Groups 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, and 10, narrow
blade propellers having a mean aspect-ratio of about 6, which is the aspect ratio of the airfoils,
give computed values of C, usually less than those derived from propeller tests. Computed v
for these groups is generally lower than the propeller test-value but often close to it.
Groups 3,4, 7, and 8, wide blade propellers having a mean aspect ratio of about 4.5, give com-
puted Cl and ~ generally more than propeller test values.
About 45o values of Cl and q were computed. Of the 300 computed values of C’, that are
within the usual working ranges of the 80 model propellers 153 are less than those shown by
model test, and 147 are more. Forty-four are -within 2 per cent. The mean clivergenco from
model test results is 7.6 per cent. For the corresponding computed efficiencies, 140 are less
than those shown by model test, 3 are the same, and 157 are more. Forty-eight are within one
point. The mean divergence is 3.2 points.
In order to check previous work and to determine if variation in the section of airfoil might
in some measure be the cause of the above differences, two further tests beside those shown in
Figures 14 to 61 were made at the California Institute of Technology. The first was upon airfoil
9, which, before testing, was examined with reference to warping or change of form. No sensi-
ble change in form was found. The second was upon airfoil 4A, presumably the same as No. 4.
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This airfoil was laid out by a draftsman wiihout reference to the template used in making No. 4.
A new template and airfoil, 4A, were made. After the airfoil was finished it WRScompared with
No. 4. The two were found to be very slightly clifferent. They had the same chord and same
maximum thickness but 4A was found to be aboufi 0.01” thinner than No. 4 midway between
the maximum thickness ordinate and the trailing edge. Either N’o. 4 or 4A was believed to be
as nearly representative of the 13” radius section of propellers 1, 5, 9, etc., as it was practicable
to make them with ordinary drafting methods and woodworking tools.
The tests of airfoil 4A gave a lift coefficient- k,, and a lift-drag ratio somewhat greatei than
for NTO.4, the difference for k, being about 8 per cent of the value for No. 4. In the case of
L/D there was the same order of difference but it was less uniform. The two tests of airfoil 9
showed, however, differences in the same direction and of about the same moment.
Some further tests of airfoils21 to 25 were also made in order to determine: J?irsL,if the breaks
or irregularities in the curves of the coefficients, &l, k%, and LID, EMshown in Figures 14-to 61,
would disappear if the airfoils were tested at high speeds; and second, if substantially the same
values would result from tests made in two clifferent laboratories but using speeds substantially
the same. These further tests were conducted at Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory.
The first were run with a velocity of 30 meters per second or about 67 miles per hour, and the
second with a velocity of 30 miles per hour, the same as that used at the California Institute of
Technology.
The 67 miles per hour tests gave results considerably clifferent from those at the lower speed.
In all but airfoil 21 the variable flow that occurred at the lower speed entirely disappeared.
With No. 21, however, a variable flow that did not occur at the lower speed appeared at the
higher one. The values of L/D as determined by the tigh-speed tests were generaHy much high-
er than those for low speed.
The 30 miles per hour tests of Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory gave results gen-
erally similar to those of the California Institute of Technology, about the same variable flow
occurring at the same angles of atiack. There was, however, a sufficient difference between
the coefficients as determined by the two laboratories, to make an appreciable difference in
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computed propeller performance. Figures 12 and 13 show the results of computations for
propellers 3 and 7 from the three- sets of airfoil tests. By a comparison of Figure 12 with F@re
6 and of Figure 13 with propeller &To.7 of Table II, it ECMFbe seen that the Cl as determined b-y
model propeller test is, except for low values of vln.D, generally close to the mean of the computed
values as derived from the two airfoiI tests of Langley MeraoriaI .%eronaut ical Laboratory,
and considerably more than the computed value as derived from the airfoil tests of the Calif-
ornia Institute of Technology. For q the propeller model tests indicate an efficiency near
the mean of alI airfol tests. The 30 miles per hour tests of both laboratories show efficiencies
lower than those derived from propeller model tests and the 67 mile per hour airfoiI tests give
efficiencies higher.
It may be noted that the difference in the values of C!, as computed from. the 30 miles
per hour airfoil tests of the two laboratories is aboub 7.5 per cent, while the difference in the
values of ~ is abouh two points. The results of computations from tests of airfoils by clifferent
laboratories, but at the same air speeds, thus differ by about the same amount as the mean
divergence of computed results from propekr test results.
From the forego~~ it appears that H propeller power and efficiency are computed from air-
foil tests at moderate speed, an error of sensible amount may be anticipated in both. It also
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appears that while corrections for Mow v-eloei~y, for VZ ratio and aspect ratio n@ht in some
instances bring computed coefficients closer to $hose derived by propeller model tests, in other
insta.nees the differences would apparently be increased.
It seems probable that the unknown elastic properties of the model propellers, causing
various forms to yield when under heavy load in differemt amounts and in various ways, may be
a considerable factor contributiq to the difference between computed performance and model
test, under high and extreme values of the slip. At moderate slips, how-ever, the forces acting
upon the model propellers are not of such magnitude as to cause sensible distortion and an
~xplanation of clifferences in the propeller coefEcients as derived from sirfoil tests and prop eIler
tests mus~ be looked for eIsewhere, presumably in the relative delicacy of the former, and in
the difficulty of determining within a probable error of some per cent the dues of lift and drag
co&cients app~icable over some considerable range of air speeds, and especially as derived
from airfoik of smalI size and at a single speed no greater than 30 miles per hour.
An examination of the aerodynamic characteristics of the various airfoils as shown in
Figures 14 to 61 shows the very considerable frequermy of variable flow, with consequent.
uncertainty in the vahws to be employed. ~ condition is presumably due to the relatively
low wind speed employed as previously noted. To the extent to which such conditions of
5~203—2+17
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instability are likely to present themselves in airfoil tests to a corresponding degree will the
data be of uncertain significance in connection with computations such as bhose dealt with in
the present report.
It is, of course, equally true that should conditions of instability of air flow develop in the
operation of the model propeller, then the same uncertainties will be reflected in tests on the
model. However, considering the actual speed of the blade as the resultant of the wind speed
and of the rotative speed, the likelihood of multiple modes of flow in the propeller seems rela-
tively small and it seems reasonable to hope that with a consistent and single value set of
coefficient for the airfoils as representing the propeller sections, some considerably nearer approach
might be made towarcl a consistent empirical relation between the two sets of results thm is
evidenced by the results of the present investigation.
Whatever may be the likelihood of developing a relatively simple systematic and consistent
relation between model propeller tests and the results of airfoil computations, it is clear that
no such end can be realized as long as we are confronted with the phenomenon of mutiple modes
of flow and with resulting uncertainty in the values to be employed, Further progress in this
direction will therefore depend in very large measure upon the practicability of establishing a
set of aerodynamic characteristics for airfoil, free from uncertainties due to instability of flow,
and at the same time consistently applicable to the range of speed conditions to be met. with
in the model test.
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The new absoIute coefficients c= and CD, which are twice as large as the oId absolute LWand Dc, are used
on these figures.
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Thenewabsolute coefficients CLand On, which are twice as large asthe old absolute ,L= and DC, are used
on thesefigures.
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TheneRr absolute coeEcients CLand GD, which~e twice as large astheoId absoluife ~=and D=, are used
on these figures.
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TIIenew absolute coeilicients C,Eand CD,which are twice as large as the old absolute LC and Dc, are used
on these figures.
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Thenewabsolute coeiTicients C~and C~, which are twice as Iargeas t.heold absolute LCandDC,areused
on these figures.
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The new absolute coefficients C’r,and CD, which are twice as Iarge as the old absolute L= and D=, are used
on these figures.
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Thenewabsoluke coefficients CLand C~, whkh are twice as large astheoId absoIute Lcand Dc, me used
on these figures.
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